
Dyson’s current SKU range and specs

Model DC34 DC35 DC44 Animal

Range name  Dyson Digital Slim Dyson Digital Slim (mk2)

Claim The most powerful handheld.
The cordless vacuum that doesn’t  
lose suction. Balanced for floor-to-
ceiling cleaning. 

Twice the suction power of any  
other cordless vacuum in use. 
Engineered for tough tasks.

Key product features

Root Cyclone™ technology,  
Dyson digital motor V2,  
fade-free battery, hygienic  
bin emptying, boost mode

Root Cyclone™ technology,  
Dyson digital motor V2, fade-free 
battery, hygienic bin emptying,  
boost mode, detachable long-reach 
wand, ergonomic design

Root Cyclone™ technology, Dyson  
digital motor V2, fade-free battery, 
hygienic bin emptying, boost mode,  
detachable long-reach wand, ergo- 
nomic design, self-adjusting sole plate

Suction power (air watts) 28/65 28/65 28/65

Amps 22.2 volts 22.2 volts 22.2 volts

Run time (min.) 15 15 20

Boost mode (min.) 6 6 8

Cord length (ft.) n/a n/a n/a

Wand length (ft.) n/a 2.2 2.2

Bin capacity (gallons) 0.09 0.09 0.09

Weight (lbs.) 2.92 4.85 4.89

Dimensions (l” x w” x h”) 12.7 x 4.4 x 8.1 44.1 x 11.8 x 9.1 44.1 x 11.8 x 9.1

Main floor tool Combination accessory tool Motorized floor tool with 
carbon fiber filaments

Motorized floor tool with 
carbon fiber filaments

Included tools Combination and 
crevice tools

Docking station stores  
combination tool, crevice tool

Docking station stores  
combination tool, crevice tool

Additional tools n/a n/a Mini motorized tool

Filters Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.) Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.) Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.)

Warranty (parts & labor) 2 years 2 years 2 years

MSRP $199.99 $299.99 $399.99

UPC barcode 879957005235 879957005020 879957006362

 Cordless  
vacuums (V2)
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1 To prove this our engineers test for pick up performance across carpets (ASTM F608), hard floors (ASTM F2607) and hard  
floors with crevices (IEC 60312-1 5.2). To mimic actual use, they load machines with dust before testing (IEC 60312-1 5.9).

2 Tested against upright market, dust loaded, using ASTM F608, ASTM F2607, IEC 60312-1 5.2, 5.9.  
Based on competitor NPD unit sales data, MAT April 2014.

3 Trigger grip releases instantly, meaning battery power is only used for vacuuming,  
allowing for a longer cleaning session. On when you need it, off when you don’t.
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Dyson’s current SKU range and specs

Model DC58 DC59 Animal DC59 Motorhead

Range name  Dyson Digital Slim Dyson Digital Slim

Claim Three times the suction power  
of any handheld in use. 

Sucks up as much dust as  
a conventional vacuum.1

Without the hassle of a cord.

Out-cleans the top 5 best-selling full-size 
vacuums across carpets and hard floors.2

Without the hassle of a cord.

Key product features

2 Tier Radial™ cyclone technology, 
Dyson digital motor V6, fade-free 
battery, hygienic bin emptying,  
boost mode, ergonomic design

2 Tier Radial™ cyclone technology,  
Dyson digital motor V6, fade-free battery, 
hygienic bin emptying, boost mode, 
detachable long-reach wand, ergonomic 
design, self-adjusting sole plate, motor-
ized head with carbon fiber filaments

Direct-drive cleaner head with carbon 
fiber filaments, 2 Tier Radial™ cyclone 
technology, Dyson digital motor V6, 
fade-free battery, hygienic bin emptying, 
boost mode, detachable long-reach wand, 
ergonomic design, self-adjusting sole plate

Suction power (air watts) 28/100 28/100 28/100

Amps 21.6 volts 21.6 volts 21.6 volts

Run time (min.) 20 20 (26 minutes clean time3) 20 (24 minutes clean time3)

Boost mode (min.) 6 6 6

Cord length (ft.) n/a n/a n/a

Wand length (ft.) n/a 2.3 2.4

Bin capacity (gallons) 0.12 0.12 0.12

Weight (lbs.) 3.46 4.65 4.96

Dimensions (l” x w” x h”) 15.6 x 5.7 x 8.2 47.8 x 9.8 x 8.2 48 x 9.8 x 8.2

Main floor tool Combination accessory tool Motorized floor tool with 
carbon fiber filaments

Direct-drive cleaner head  
with carbon fiber filaments

Included tools Docking station stores 
combination tool, crevice tool

Docking station stores  
combination tool, crevice tool

Docking station stores  
combination tool, crevice tool

Additional tools n/a Mini motorized tool Mini motorized tool

Filters Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.) Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.) Washable pre-motor filter (1 mo.)

Warranty (parts & labor) 2 years 2 years 2 years

MSRP $249.99 $499.99 $549.99

UPC barcode 885609001920 879957008663 885609002040

 Cordless  
vacuums (V6)


